
Writer Arriaga wrote The Burning Plain 15 years ago. The script
was then left untouched as he subsequently embarked on his
“death trilogy” with director Alejandro González Iñárritu.

However, for his directorial debut, the talented screenwriter turned to
The Burning Plain. The script was dusted off, Arriaga explains, as he
finally managed to piece together the elements that would make the
story work. 

And elements they are indeed, in the literal sense too: the film’s
characters embody three of the four natural elements: water, fire and
wind. Sylvia (Theron), a brooding young woman prone to peering off the
treacherous cliffs in Portland, Oregon, at the sea crashing against the
rocks below, characterises water. Two
teenagers, Mariana

(Lawrence) and Santiago (Pardo), with his-and-hers scars
burned into their wrists represent fire. Lastly, an older Santiago (Pino),
who spends time in the air because of his job as a crop-duster, is wind. 

These dissonant elements converge within the fourth element earth —
not depicted as a person but as a trailer on the Mexican-American border.
This trailer – a love nest for Gina (Basinger) and Nick (Almeida) in the
throes of an extramarital affair – is set ablaze. The detritus of this affair
and its horrific conclusion is the prism through which Arriaga’s splintered
narrative is viewed, which seeks to connect multiple characters,
landscapes and moments in time. Arriaga dwells upon themes of love,
redemption and guilt as Sylvia comes to terms with a childish mistake
made 12 years ago and its consequences.

The Burning Plain stands out for its three female characters — all
powerful, complex and intriguing fictional entities. This is quite
exceptional in Hollywood as Theron in an interview about the film said,
it is often a “death march” to find meaty roles for women in the

industry. Gina is the perfect study
of an unhappy housewife who
finds satisfaction in an illicit love
affair and then scrambles to keep
her secret. Lawrence is also
remarkable as 16-year-old Mariana
who wants to end her mother’s
extramarital entanglement.

Arriaga certainly has an eye for
detail and as the director he has
been able to ensure that visually the
film matches the dark broodiness of
the content. In this task he has been
ably aided by veteran
cinematographers Robert Elswit
(who won an Oscar for his work on
There Will be Blood) and John Toll. 

However, the film’s multistrand
narrative – reminiscent of the

director’s Oscar winning

screenplay for Babel – at
times appears to be a veritable
jigsaw puzzle. Though he claims
that “telling a story this way is
more natural than telling it in a
linear way”, each subplot grabs
one’s attention and makes one
want to watch the film more than
once to seek clues and markers,
which may have been missed the
first time around. At the end,
however, one is left with a sense
that this technique may just be a
ruse used to give a simple plot a
depth which may not necessarily
be there. ■

— Sanam Maher
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THE BURNING PLAIN
Starring: Charlize Theron, Kim Basinger, Jennifer Lawrence, Jose Maria Yazpik,
J.D. Pardo, Danny Pino, Joaquim de Almeida, Robin Tunney and John Corbett
Directed by Guillermo Arriaga
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